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Abstract—To study the interrelation between the spectral and structural properties of fluorescent proteins, structures of
mutants of monomeric red fluorescent protein mRFP1 with all possible point mutations of Glu66 (except replacement by
Pro) were simulated by molecular dynamics. A global search for correlations between geometrical structure parameters and
some spectral characteristics (absorption maximum wavelength, integral extinction coefficient at the absorption maximum,
excitation maximum wavelength, emission maximum wavelength, and quantum yield) was performed for the chromophore
and its 6 A environment in mRFP1, Q66A, Q66L, Q66S, Q66C, Q66H, and Q66N. The correlation coefficients (0.810.87)
were maximal for torsion angles in phenolic and imidazolidine rings as well as for torsion angles in the regions of connec
tion between these rings and chromophore attachment to βbarrel. The data can be used to predict the spectral properties
of fluorescent proteins based on their structures and to reveal promising positions for directed mutagenesis.
DOI: 10.1134/S0006297908100040
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Fluorescent proteins are widely used as markers for
visualization of processes in intact biological systems.
The family of fluorescent proteins includes proteins of
various representatives of Coelenterata that are able to
absorb light and emit in the visible spectral range. All flu
orescent proteins have similar structure represented by
11strand βbarrel with αhelix inside, which contains a
chromophore in the middle. The chromophore is a het
erogroup formed by an autocatalytic posttranslational
reaction between three adjacent amino acid residues. The
presence of the chromophore imparts color to the protein
and induces its possible fluorescence [1].
Abbreviations: DsRed) red fluorescent protein drFP583 from
coral Discosoma sp.; GFP) green fluorescent protein from
Aequorea victoria; MD) molecular dynamics; mRFP1)
monomeric red fluorescent protein, mutant of DsRed; Q66X)
mutants of mRFP1 with replacement of residue 66 by residue X.
* To whom correspondence should be addressed.

Fluorescence of proteins of this family is influenced
by external conditions: pH [2, 3], temperature [1], and
ionic content of the medium [4, 5], but structures of the
chromophore and its nearest environment [1, 6] are the
key factors. The representatives of this family in matura
tion rate, stability, spectral properties (absorption and flu
orescence spectra, fluorescence quantum yield, photo
bleaching, etc.) are described in [1, 7]. Theoretical,
experimental, and computational studies are carried out
to investigate the mechanism of fluorescence of these
proteins [811].
Green fluorescent protein (GFP) was discovered in
the early 1960s [12], but its active study began only after
cloning of the GFP gene in 1992 [13] and demonstration
of its heterologic expression in other organisms. In 1999,
another family of colored proteins including the red pro
tein DsRed was cloned from corals [14]. However, DsRed
is a tetramer, and its use as a fluorescent marker is limit
ed because of possible effects of its large molecular mass
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on functioning of the protein under investigation or its
toxic effect on cells.
The first monomer derived from DsRed was mRFP1;
for this purpose, 33 mutations were made in DsRed [15].
Red emission is also typical of the fluorescent protein
mRFP1, so it is of special interest for minimization of the
background signal [16]. Although mRFP1 is already
widely used in cell biology, attempts to find new forms of
red fluorescent proteins in order to improve their proper
ties (quantum yield, brightness, photo and pH stability,
etc.) are performed.
However, the interrelation between spectral and
structural properties of fluorescent proteins necessary for
development of these studies is rather unclear. A method
for prediction of properties of fluorescent proteins based
on their structure, that is, a general algorithm for design
of proteins with predefined properties, is still not devel
oped. This problem might be solved by analysis of proper
ties of mutant proteins with point mutations and subse
quent molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of their
structures in silico in order to find correlations between
structural parameters and spectral properties.
In this work we simulated the structures of mRFP1
mutants with 18 point mutations of Glu66 by molecular
dynamics, obtained mutant proteins in which Glu66 is
replaced by an Ala, Leu, Ser, Cys, His, or Asp residue,
and searched for interrelations between structural charac
teristics of the modeled proteins and spectral properties of
the mutants.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this study, the GROMACS program package was
used for MD simulations [17, 18].
Force field. For MD calculations of protein trajecto
ry in the selected force field, interaction potential param
eters of all atoms in a protein molecule should be set. In
the case of fluorescent proteins, it is necessary to have
such parameters also for atoms of the chromophore
incorporated into the protein chain as an amino acid
residue. The extended force field OPLSAA/DsRed1 was
selected for MD calculations [19] because the chro
mophore of red fluorescent protein DsRed is parameter
ized in the OPLSAA/DsRed1 force field; this allows MD
simulations of all proteins containing DsRed chro
mophore, including simulations of mRFP1 mutants.
Chromophores of 18 mRFP1 mutants (except X =
Pro) are similar to the DsRed chromophore, excluding
the site replaced as a result of mutation of residue 66.
That is why a new parameterization was unnecessary for
these chromophores, and parameters of corresponding
amino acid residues were used as parameters for side
chain atoms of residue 66. For this purpose, in the force
field file *.rtp (*.rtp = residue topology parameter file)
with topology parameters of amino acid residues, the

atom types, new chemical bonds, valent and torsion
angles, atom charges, and parameters of van der Waals
interactions were recorded for each parameterized chro
mophore. The force field file *.hdb (*.hdb = hydrogen
data base) was also edited: in this file, each hydrogen
atom is assigned one of nine possible parameter sets
according to atom type [20]. Thus, chromophores of 18
mRFP1 mutants were parameterized in the OPLS
AA/DsRed1 force field.
Specification of the starting structure. Since mRFP1
is a DsRed mutant, it is reasonable to suppose that the 3D
structure of the mRFP1 monomer is analogous to that of
DsRed tetramer subunit. Thus, the structure of the
DsRed subunit (PDB ID: 1ZGO) was used as the starting
structure for MD simulation of mRFP1; the structure file
was retrieved from the Protein Data Bank site
(http://www.pdb.org) [21, 22]. This file contains Xray
coordinates of the nonhydrogen atoms of the DsRed
tetramer [23].
To build up the mRFP1 structure model, the PDB
file was modified by 33 mutations using the Swiss
PdbViewer program [24]; thus, PDB files for each of the
mRFP1 mutants with corresponding substitutions at
residue 66 were created. After energy minimization, these
models were used for MD simulations.
MD simulations. The mdrun program was used for
energy minimization [25, 26]. The energy minimum was
reached using the Steepest Descent (SD) minimization
method with the following parameters: step (Emstep),
0.01 nm; maximal energy gradient (Emtol), 2000 kJ/
(mol·nm) as the criterion for procedure termination. The
energy minimization procedure yielded a coordinate file
that was then used for MD simulation with limited mobil
ity of protein atoms. Parameters for mdrun program were
the following: integration step, 2 fsec; total calculation
time, 10 psec; Berendsen thermostat [26]; temperature
(ref_t), 300 K; thermostat characteristic time (tau_t), 0.1
psec. MD simulation with the limited mobility of peptide
chain atoms yielded the coordinate file which was used
for MD simulation of system trajectory at 300 K.
Parameters for the mdrun program were the following:
integration step, 2 fsec; Berendsen thermostat; tempera
ture (ref_t), 300 K; thermostat characteristic time
(tau_t), 0.1 psec; Parinello–Rachman isotropic barostat;
barostat characteristic time (tau_p), 0.5 psec; pressure
(ref_p), 1.0 bar; compressibility, 4.5·10−5. As a result, MD
trajectories for mRFP1 and its mutants, which contained
coordinates and velocities of each atom after each
500 fsec, were obtained.
MD simulations for mRFP1 and all its possible
mutants at residue 66 except for proline, for which chro
mophore parameterization is still absent, were performed
as described above [19]. Moreover, formation of the chro
mophore in the proline mutant at residue 66 is hardly
possible; this is supported by complete absence of data on
the existence of such proline mutants in the family of flu
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 73 No. 10 2008
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orescent proteins. For further analysis, we used MD tra
jectories corresponding to mRFP1 and its six mutants
(Q66A, Q66N, Q66H, Q66C, Q66S, and Q66L), for
which spectral properties were determined (absorption
maximum wavelength, integral extinction coefficient at
the absorption maximum, fluorescence emission maxi
mum wavelength, and quantum yield).
Analysis of MD trajectories. Root mean square devi
ations (RMSD) of atom positions from those in the start
ing structure were calculated for MD trajectories using
the g_rms program [20]. This program fits the present
structure corresponding to the time point t with the start
ing structure corresponding to t = 0 by the least squares
method; then RMSD is calculated by the equation:
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Preparation of mutant proteins and evaluation of their
spectral properties. Mutants Q66A, Q66N, Q66H, Q66C,
Q66S, and Q66L of mRFP1 protein were obtained by
expression of the cloned mutant mRFP1 genes with sub
sequent isolation on NiNTA agarose [27]. Fluorescence
and absorption spectra were recorded by a Cary Eclipse
(Varian Inc., USA) in Kphosphate buffer (67 mM
K2HPO4, 67 mM NaH2PO4, pH 7.5) at 25°C. Integral
extinction coefficients were determined as a ratio of pro
tein absorption and its total concentration. Fluorescence
quantum yields were determined by comparative method
[28] with rhodamine 6G as a standard (quantum yield in
ethanol 0.95 [29]).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

is the total mass of all atoms.
Based on RMSD values for each studied protein,
extended sections of the trajectory with the maximally
unchanged RMSD were chosen. Average protein struc
tures were built up via these sections of the MD trajecto
ries using the g_covar program [20]. These average struc
tures were superimposed using SwissPdbViewer (super
position via all residues) [24].
Based on the same sections of the MD trajectories
that were used for building up the average structures, we
calculated distributions of bond distances and valent and
torsion angles and determined their most probable values
using the g_bond and g_angle programs of the GRO
MACS package [20].
Correlation analysis. For all bond distances and
valent and torsion angles considered here, correlations
between the most probable values of these parameters and
experimental spectral data for corresponding mutant pro
teins were analyzed.
These correlations were obtained by calculations of
the Pearson correlation coefficient applying the formula
for normally distributed variables:

0.24
0.20
RMSD, nm

→

where r i (t) is the radiusvector of atom i at time point t,
→
→
r i (0) – r i (t) is the distance between positions of atom i at
t = 0 and at time point t, mi is mass of atom i, N is the total
number of atoms in the molecule, and

Calculation of root mean square deviations. Changes
in root mean square deviations were plotted for all calcu
lated MD trajectories, and they appeared to be similar for
mRFP1 and all its 18 mutants. One of these plots is pre
sented in Fig. 1 (Q66N mutant). RMSD change depend
ing on MD calculation time is similar for mRFP1 and all
its 18 mutants: RMSD increases up to 2 nsec, and then
the growth becomes slower (protein structure changes
become negligible). There were trajectory sections from 2
to 5 nsec, which were used for building up average protein
structures and searching for bond distance and valent and
torsion angle values.
Superposition of average structures. Average struc
tures of mRFP1, Q66A, Q66N, Q66H, Q66C, Q66S, and
Q66L were calculated via MD trajectory sections from 2
to 5 nsec. For comparison, the structures were superim
posed. It appeared that chromophores remained flat,
changes in their form were minimal, and displacements of
other residues were negligible.

0.16
0.12
0.08
0.04
0.00

where xi are values taken in sampling X, yi are values taken
–
–
in sampling Y, x is the average value in sampling X, and y
is the average value in sampling Y.
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Fig. 2. Distribution of CZ_CRQ66_CE2_CRQ66_CD2_CRQ66_
CG2_CRQ66 torsion angle of mutant protein Q66N via MD tra
jectory.

Calculation of most probable values of bond distances
and bond and torsion angles. Based on MD trajectories,
distributions of all bond distance and valent and torsion
angle values for mRFP1, Q66A, Q66N, Q66H, Q66C,
Q66S, and Q66L were plotted. Analysis of distributions
showed that they can be approximated as normal. For
example, the distribution presented in Fig. 2 was obtained
for torsion angle CZ_CRQ66_CE2_CRQ66_CD2_
CRQ66_CG2_CRQ66 in the Q66N chromophore.
For the case presented in Fig. 2, the expectation
(average) value of the torsion angle is 0.66°. This is calcu
lated by the following equation:

where xk is angle (in this work step is 1°) and pk is nor
malized frequency defined via MD trajectory (taken as
probability). As can be seen from Fig. 2, torsion angle of
0.66° is less probable than, for example, –1° or 3°. That is
why it would be improper to use average bond distance or
angle values for correlation analysis, and in this work, the
latter was performed using the most probable values (in
this case –1°).
Correlation between the most probable values of bond
distances, valent and torsion angles, and spectral proper
ties of proteins. As it appeared, the most probable values
of bond distances and angles are similar for various
mutants (the module of values difference is much less
than the distribution halfwidth), so no significant corre
lations were found. That is why only correlations for tor
sion angles were further analyzed. For torsion angles in
the chromophore and residues forming an envelope
around it (6 Å environment), the following correlations
were found.
A. Correlation between the torsion angles in the chro
mophore and spectral properties. The values of six torsion
angles in chromophore (C1_CRQ66_N3_CRQ66_C2_
CRQ66_CA2_CRQ66, CA2_CRQ66_N2_CRQ66_C1_
CRQ66_N3_CRQ66, O_CRQ66_C_CRQ66_N_SER67_
CA_SER67, CA3_CRQ66_C_CRQ66_N_SER67_CA_
SER67, CA2_CRQ66_CB2_CRQ66_CG2_CRQ66_
CD2_CRQ66, and CG2_CRQ66_CD2_CRQ66_CE2_
CRQ66_CZ_CRQ66) correlate with the following spec
tral properties of mRFP1, Q66A, Q66N, Q66H, Q66C,
Q66S, and Q66L proteins: absorption maximum wave
length, integral extinction coefficient of the absorption
maximum, fluorescence emission maximum wavelength,
and quantum yield (Table 1, correlation coefficients not
less than 0.80). As shown in Fig. 3, the highest correlation
coefficients (0.810.87, Table 1) were found for torsion
angles in phenolic and imidazolidine rings and also for
torsion angles in the region of connection between these

Table 1. Correlation coefficients between torsion angles in the chromophore and spectral properties (λAbs, max, absorp
tion maximum wavelength; ε, integral extinction coefficient at the absorption maximum; λEx, max, excitation maximum
wavelength; λEm, max, fluorescence emission maximum wavelength; ψ, quantum yield)
λAbs. max

ε

λEx. max

λEm. max

ψ

C1_CRQ66_N3_CRQ66_C2_CRQ66_CA2_CRQ66

–0.44

0.86

–0.31

–0.52

0.81

CA2_CRQ66_N2_CRQ66_C1_CRQ66_N3_CRQ66

–0.83

0.69

–0.74

–0.85

0.43

–0.86

Torsion angle

O_CRQ66_C_CRQ66_N_SER67_CA_SER67

0.3

0.6

0.59

–0.42

0.21

–0.81

0.14

0.44

–0.37

CA2_CRQ66_CB2_CRQ66_CG2_CRQ66_CD2_CRQ66

–0.57

0.61

–0.48

–0.57

0.83

CG2_CRQ66_CD2_CRQ66_CE2_CRQ66_CZ_CRQ66

–0.32

0.84

–0.21

–0.45

0.87

CA3_CRQ66_C_CRQ66_N_SER67_CA_SER67

Note: Only torsion angles with the module of correlation coefficient with at least one of the spectral characteristics not less than 0.8 are given.
Torsion angle notations correspond with those in Fig. 3.
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the correlation coefficients were 0.74, 0.65, and 0.78,
respectively. However, if alanine and leucine mutant pro
teins are excluded as aliphatic, for the remaining polar
replacing residues correlation coefficients increase to
0.85, 0.86, and 0.80, respectively (Figs. 46).
C. Correlations between torsion angles in the chro
mophore and those in the 6 Å environment of the chro
mophore. We analyzed correlations between the torsion
angles in the chromophore, which correlate with spectral
properties, and those in the 6 Å environment of the chro
mophore, which also correlate with spectral properties
(Tables 1 and 2, respectively). The torsion angles in 25
amino acid residues in the 6 Å environment of the chro
mophore were found to correlate with at least one torsion

590

H

Absorption maximum
wavelength, nm

r = 0.85

Q

585
580
575
N
570
565

C
S

560
555
164

166

168

170

174

172

176

178

Torsion angle, degree

rings and chromophore attachment to βbarrel (via
SER67).
B. Correlations between the torsion angles in the 6 Å
environment of the chromophore and spectral properties.
The torsion angles of 43 amino acid residues in the 6 Å
environment of the chromophore correlate with spectral
properties of proteins mRFP1, Q66A, Q66N, Q66H,
Q66C, Q66S, and Q66L (correlation coefficients with at
least one spectral property not less than 0.80 (Table 2)).
The residues presented in Table 2 are situated in the
nearest neighborhood of the chromophore, and the
change in their position is probably related with the
changes in chromophore structure due to mutations at
residue 66.
We also found correlations of CA_GLN211_C_
GLN211_N_TYR212_CA_TYR212 torsion angle in the
main chain of the GLN211 residue with absorption, exci
tation, and emission wavelength maxima. For all mutants
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 73 No. 10 2008

Fig. 4. Correlation between torsion angle CA_GLN211_C_
GLN211_N_TYR212_CA_TYR212 and absorption maximum
wavelength for mutants at residue 66.

590

H
r = 0.86

Excitation maximum
wavelength, nm

Fig. 3. Structure of the mRFP1 protein chromophore. Lines con
nect atoms 1 and 4 of torsion angles whose values to the maximal
degree correlate with the quantum yield value (1) or other spectral
characteristic value (2); 3) a hydrogen bond between the side
chain (R) of the substituting amino acid and Gln211.
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Fig. 5. Correlation between torsion angle CA_GLN211_C_
GLN211_N_TYR212_CA_TYR212 and excitation maximum
wavelength for mutants at residue 66.
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angle of the six considered angles in the chromophore
(correlation coefficient not less than 0.80) (Table 3).
D. Correlations between the volumes of replacing
amino acid residues and spectral properties. For proteins
mRFP1, Q66A, Q66N, Q66H, Q66C, Q66S, and Q66L
we found correlations between fluorescence excitation
and emission wavelength maxima and the volume of the
substituting amino acid residues. Red shift of excitation
and emission wavelength maxima is observed with
increase in amino acid residue volume determined
according to [30] (Fig. 7a). For all mutants, excitation
maximum wavelengths correlate with residue 66 volume
with coefficient 0.67, whereas emission maximum wave
lengths correlate with coefficient 0.75. However, if ala
nine and leucine proteins are excluded from the group of
mutants as those with aliphatic substituting residue, for
the remaining proteins with polar substituting amino acid
residues correlation coefficients increase to 0.99 and 0.93
for excitation and emission maxima, respectively.

For mutants of green fluorescent protein GFP at
residue 65, which corresponds with residue 66 of mRFP1
(as the first position of the chromophore), we analyzed
analogous correlations using literature data. The wild
type GFP contains serine at position 65, and mutants
with serine replaced by alanine, cysteine, and threonine
were obtained in [11]. If excitation and emission maxima
determined in [11] are plotted versus substituting amino
acid residue volume [30], correlation coefficients appear
to be 0.92 and 0.71, respectively (Fig. 7b).
Analysis of the MD simulations showed that the
spectral properties of the proteins correlate with torsion
angles in the chromophore and in residues of its 6 Å envi
ronment that seem to influence chromophore structure
distortions to the maximal extent.
A. Correlations between torsion angles in the chro
mophore and spectral properties. The presence of a rela
tively large central cavity containing the chromophore
was shown for GFP by molecular mechanics and MD

Table 2. Correlation coefficients of torsion angles in the chromophore environment and spectral properties
Torsion angle

λAbs. max

ε

λEx. max

λEm. max

ψ

1

2

3

4

5

6

N_PHE14_CA_PHE14_CB_PHE14_CG_PHE14

–0.9

0.13

–0.91

–0.84

0.26

–0.81

0.11

–0.74

–0.65

–0.1

CA_GLY33_C_GLY33_N_GLU34_CA_GLU34

0.67

–0.57

0.64

0.8

–0.57

CB_THR43_CA_THR43_C_THR43_N_ALA44

0.89

0.07

0.94

0.73

0.1

–0.82

0.11

–0.77

–0.66

0.18

CA_VAL16_C_VAL16_N_ARG17_CA_ARG17

N_LEU46_CA_LEU46_CB_LEU46_CG_LEU46
CA_LEU61_CB_LEU61_CG_LEU61_CD1_LEU61

0.95

–0.31

0.88

0.79

–0.2

CB_GLN64_CA_GLN64_C_GLN64_O_GLN64

0.33

–0.72

0.26

0.62

–0.92

CB_GLN64_CA_GLN64_C_GLN64_N_PHE65

0.36

–0.63

0.3

0.66

–0.8

N_GLN64_CA_GLN64_C_GLN64_N_PHE65

0.33

–0.48

0.29

0.57

–0.81

N_GLN64_CA_GLN64_CB_GLN64_CG_GLN64

–0.53

0.9

–0.46

–0.78

0.9

C_GLN64_CA_GLN64_CB_GLN64_CG_GLN64

–0.46

0.74

–0.38

–0.72

0.83

CA_PHE65_CB_PHE65_CG_PHE65_CD1_PHE65

0.79

–0.51

0.69

0.8

–0.49

CD1_PHE65_CE1_PHE65_CZ_PHE65_CE2_PHE65

0.81

–0.6

0.77

0.92

–0.32

CE1_PHE65_CD1_PHE65_CG_PHE65_CD2_PHE65

–0.88

0.56

–0.79

–0.8

0.22

CB_SER67_CA_SER67_C_SER67_O_SER67

–0.33

0.85

–0.17

–0.51

0.52

CB_SER67_CA_SER67_C_SER67_N_LYS68

–0.32

0.88

–0.16

–0.52

0.56

N_SER67_CA_SER67_C_SER67_O_SER67

–0.31

0.87

–0.15

–0.5

0.54

N_SER67_CA_SER67_C_SER67_N_LYS68

–0.3

0.88

–0.15

–0.52

0.56

C_SER67_N_LYS68_CA_LYS68_CB_LYS68

0.15

–0.86

0

0.39

–0.5

C_SER67_N_LYS68_CA_LYS68_C_LYS68

0.13

–0.86

–0.01

0.37

–0.49

0.5

–0.97

0.41

0.72

–0.81

0.5

–0.97

0.41

0.73

–0.81

–0.74

0.18

–0.81

–0.72

–0.04

CA_LYS68_C_LYS68_N_ALA69_CA_ALA69
O_LYS68_C_LYS68_N_ALA69_CA_ALA69
N_ALA69_CA_ALA69_C_ALA69_O_ALA69
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Table 2. (Contd.)
1

2

3

4

5

6

N_ALA69_CA_ALA69_C_ALA69_N_TYR70

–0.9

0.38

–0.89

–0.84

0.2

CA_PHE89_C_PHE89_N_LYS90_CA_LYS90

0.87

–0.33

0.85

0.89

–0.11

O_PHE89_C_PHE89_N_LYS90_CA_LYS90

0.82

0.06

0.81

0.69

–0.09

N_PHE89_CA_PHE89_CB_PHE89_CG_PHE89

0.73

0

0.82

0.76

–0.08

0.5

–0.97

0.41

0.72

–0.8

CB_TRP91_CA_TRP91_C_TRP91_N_GLU92

0.82

–0.49

0.77

0.74

–0.55

CE3_TRP91_CD2_TRP91_CE2_TRP91_NE1_TRP91

–0.9

0.34

–0.9

–0.82

0.06

CE3_TRP91_CD2_TRP91_CG_TRP91_CB_TRP91

0.02

–0.66

0.01

0.39

–0.83

CE2_PHE89_CD2_PHE89_CG_PHE89_CD1_PHE89

C_ARG93_CA_ARG93_CB_ARG93_CG_ARG93

0.8

–0.38

0.75

0.85

–0.28

0.56

–0.83

0.44

0.71

–0.69

CD2_TYR118_CE2_TYR118_CZ_TYR118_OH_TYR118

–0.59

0.46

–0.53

–0.67

0.8

CB_VAL120_CA_VAL120_C_VAL120_N_LYS121

–0.07

0.51

0.03

–0.24

0.85

0.03

0.88

0.17

–0.21

0.86

–0.75

0.37

–0.79

–0.85

0.15

C_THR106_N_GLN107_CA_GLN107_C_GLN107

N_VAL120_CA_VAL120_CB_VAL120_CG1_VAL120
O_TRP141_C_TRP141_N_GLU142_CA_GLU142
CE3_TRP141_CD2_TRP141_CG_TRP141_CD1_TRP141

0.81

–0.6

0.77

0.92

–0.32

CB_GLU142_CG_GLU142_CD_GLU142_OE2_GLU142

0.79

–0.35

0.76

0.88

–0.28

CB_SER144_CA_SER144_C_SER144_N_THR145

0.46

–0.61

0.32

0.57

–0.81

C_SER144_N_THR145_CA_THR145_CB_THR145

–0.52

0.5

–0.44

–0.63

0.81

CB_GLU146_CG_GLU146_CD_GLU146_OE1_GLU146

–0.82

0.16

–0.84

–0.63

–0.07

C_GLU174_N_VAL175_CA_VAL175_CB_VAL175

–0.11

–0.56

–0.18

0.01

–0.82

C_GLU174_N_VAL175_CA_VAL175_C_VAL175

0.07

–0.52

0.02

0.18

–0.86

CA_VAL_175_C_VAL175_N_LYS176_CA_LYS176

0.15

0.76

0.2

–0.15

0.82

C_THR178_N_TYR179_CA_TYR179_CB_TYR179

–0.07

–0.78

–0.14

0.19

–0.87

C_TYR179_CA_TYR179_CB_TYR179_CG_TYR179

0.75

–0.37

0.78

0.84

–0.17

CA_TYR179_C_TYR179_N_MET180_CA_MET180

–0.81

0.61

–0.77

–0.92

0.33

CD1_TYR179_CE1_TYR179_CZ_TYR179_OH_TYR179

0.72

0.27

0.8

0.62

0.24

CE1_TYR179_CD1_TYR179_CG_TYR179_CD2_TYR179

0.05

0.47

0.1

–0.16

0.89

CB_ILE195_CA_ILE195_C_ILE195_O_ILE195

–0.69

0.15

–0.8

–0.8

0.26

CA_LEU197_C_LEU197_N_ASP198_CA_ASP198

–0.6

0.86

–0.48

–0.8

0.63

CA_ASP198_C_ASP198_N_ILE199_CA_ILE199

0.01

–0.81

–0.14

0.31

–0.72

C_ASP198_CA_ASP198_CB_ASP198_CG_ASP198

–0.7

0.44

–0.7

–0.8

0.26

CA_ASP198_CB_ASP198_CG_ASP198_OD1_ASP198

0.01

–0.86

–0.08

0.32

–0.6

CA_TYR212_CB_TYR212_CG_TYR212_CD2_TYR212

0.84

–0.09

0.79

0.63

–0.09

O_GLN211_C_GLN211_N_TYR212_CA_TYR212

0.87

–0.16

0.84

0.75

–0.34

CD2_TYR212_CE2_TYR212_CZ_TYR212_CE1_TYR212

0.81

–0.6

0.77

0.92

–0.32

C_TYR212_N_GLU213_CA_GLU213_CB_GLU213

–0.73

0.49

–0.71

–0.81

0.3

O_GLU213_C_GLU213_N_ARG214_CA_ARG214

–0.77

–0.21

–0.8

–0.6

–0.18

CA_ARG214_C_ARG214_N_ALA215_CA_ALA215

0.73

–0.56

0.64

0.82

–0.41

CA_ARG214_CB_ARG214_CG_ARG214_CD_ARG214

0.21

–0.87

0.06

0.43

–0.5

CB_ARG214_CG_ARG214_CD_ARG214_NE_ARG214

–0.8

–0.15

–0.89

–0.7

–0.02

Note: Torsion angles for which correlation coefficients with at least one spectral property are not less than 0.8 are presented. Notations correspond
with those in Table 1.
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Fig. 6. Correlation between torsion angle CA_GLN211_C_
GLN211_N_TYR212_CA_TYR212 and emission maximum
wavelength for mutants at residue 66.

[31]. However, its form is not complementary to a planar
chromophore. The protein causes a certain tension in the
chromophore structure when it is planar, and the pres
ence of a planar chromophore in GFP can be rationalized
only by delocalization of π electrons. The protein envi
ronment of GFP gives some rotational freedom to the
chromophore, especially in the hulatwist direction
(cooperative change in τ and ϕ angles (Fig. 8) resulting in
rotation of the methene bridge between phenolic and imi
dazolidine rings of the chromophore in the vertical plane
perpendicular to the plane of the figure) and via torsion
angle ϕ [16].
Since mRFP1 is homologous to GFP and its chro
mophore is also a system of conjugated π bonds, all the

a

630

1
2

620
Wavelength, nm

characteristics mentioned above are also true for mRFP1.
Deviations of torsion angles presented in Table 1 from 0
and 180° indicate that the chromophore structure
becomes less planar, and this probably results in changes
in the spectral properties of the corresponding proteins.
This can be supported by the high correlation coefficients
between spectral characteristics and torsion angles in the
chromophore (Table 1).
B. Correlations between torsion angles in the 6 Å envi
ronment of the chromophore and spectral properties. The
structure of the fluorescent protein is presented by 11
strand βbarrel with αhelix inside, which contains a
chromophore in its middle part. The integrity of the β
barrel is maintained by multiple hydrogen bonds with
energy high enough (25 kcal/mol per bond) for βbarrel
to become a rather rigid system. Such rigid βbarrel seems
to influence the conformation of the chromophore,
which is exactly planar in vacuum [19], but its structure is
more tensive within the protein (torsion angle values vary
from 0 and 180°).
In the chromophore environment, 43 amino acid
residues are found with torsion angles correlating with
spectral properties of the proteins. However, the torsion
angles of most (25) residues were shown to correlate with
chromophore torsion angles sensitive to spectral properties
of the protein. We suggest that distortion in chromophore
geometry is the cause of the change in protein spectral
properties, and structural changes in the chromophore
environment can affect chromophore geometry (support
ed by correlations presented in Table 3). Then it is natural
to suggest that changes in the chromophore environment
can indirectly cause changes in spectral properties, which
is supported by the correlations found (Table 2).
It should be noted that only 63 torsion angle values
correlate with spectral properties; these 63 angles are in
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Fig. 7. Correlation between the volume of the amino acid residue at the first position of the chromophore and fluorescence excitation (1) and
emission (2) wavelength maxima for proteins: a) mRFP1 (substitution at residue 66); b) GFP (substitution at residue 65).
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Table 3. Correlation coefficients between the torsion angles in the chromophore and in its environment
Torsion angle

CA_GLY33_C_GLY33_N_GLU34_CA_GLU34
N_GLN64_CA_GLN64_CB_GLN64_CG_GLN64
CA_PHE65_CB_PHE65_CG_PHE65_CD1_PHE65

3

4

5

6

–0.16

–0.5

–0.67

1

2

–0.37

–0.88

0.44

0.83

0.76

–0.69

0.29

0.74

0.79

–0.46

–0.91

0.49

0.04

–0.59

–0.58

CE1_PHE65_CD1_PHE65_CG_PHE65_CD2_PHE65

0.58

0.81

–0.74

0.33

0.47

0.38

CB_SER67_CA_SER67_C_SER67_O_SER67

0.59

0.64

–0.91

0.61

0.3

0.61

CB_SER67_CA_SER67_C_SER67_N_LYS68

–0.51

–0.4

0.9

–0.75

–0.11

–0.5

0.62

0.64

–0.92

0.61

0.32

0.63

N_SER67_CA_SER67_C_SER67_O_SER67
N_SER67_CA_SER67_C_SER67_N_LYS68

0.6

0.63

–0.91

0.61

0.31

0.62

C_SER67_N_LYS68_CA_LYS68_CB_LYS68

–0.55

–0.5

0.91

–0.71

–0.19

–0.57

C_SER67_N_LYS68_CA_LYS68_C_LYS68

–0.55

–0.48

0.91

–0.75

–0.18

–0.57

CA_LYS68_C_LYS68_N_ALA69_CA_ALA69

–0.84

–0.77

0.83

–0.53

–0.65

–0.81

0.8

0.6

–0.91

0.72

0.44

0.61

–0.78

–0.73

0.37

0.12

–0.87

–0.52

O_LYS68_C_LYS68_N_ALA69_CA_ALA69
CB_TRP91_CA_TRP91_C_TRP91_N_GLU92

–0.4

0.65

–0.42

0.01

0.88

–0.25

–0.86

–0.64

0.81

–0.27

–0.66

–0.56

N_VAL120_CA_VAL120_CB_VAL120_CG1_VAL120

0.76

0.47

–0.57

0.42

0.58

0.88

C_SER144_N_THR145_CA_THR145_CB_THR145

0.67

0.6

–0.25

–0.38

0.84

0.56

C_GLU174_N_VAL175_CA_VAL175_CB_VAL175

0.67

–0.28

–0.01

0.1

–0.72

0.93

C_GLU174_N_VAL175_CA_VAL175_C_VAL175

0.73

–0.3

0.17

0.07

–0.83

0.76

CA_VAL175_C_VAL175_N_LYS176_CA_LYS176

CD2_TYR118_CE2_TYR118_CZ_TYR118_OH_TYR118
C_THR106_N_GLN107_CA_GLN107_C_GLN107

–0.74

0.28

0.44

–0.53

0.46

–0.88

C_THR178_N_TYR179_CA_TYR179_CB_TYR179

0.87

–0.3

–0.34

0.51

–0.6

0.87

CE1_TYR179_CD1_TYR179_CG_TYR179_CD2_TYR179

0.65

–0.17

–0.26

0.24

–0.48

1

CA_LEU197_C_LEU197_N_ASP198_CA_ASP198

0.65

0.81

–0.89

0.47

0.47

0.64

–0.64

–0.29

0.83

–0.72

–0.23

–0.51

C_TYR212_N_GLU213_CA_GLU213_CB_GLU213

0.23

0.83

–0.55

0.33

0.26

0.46

CA_ARG214_CB_ARG214_CG_ARG214_CD_ARG214

0.55

–0.54

–0.7

0.86

–0.22

0.34

CA_ASP198_CB_ASP198_CG_ASP198_OD1_ASP198

Note: Torsion angles for which correlation coefficient module with at least one torsion angle in the chromophore (which, in turn, correlate with
spectral properties) is not less than 0.8 are presented. Torsion angles in chromophore:
1) C1_CRQ66_N3_CRQ66_C2_CRQ66_CA2_CRQ66;
2) CA2_CRQ66_N2_CRQ66_C1_CRQ66_N3_CRQ66;
3) O_CRQ66_C_CRQ66_N_SER67_CA_SER67;
4) CA3_CRQ66_C_CRQ66_N_SER67_CA_SER67;
5) CA2_CRQ66_CB2_CRQ66_CG2_CRQ66_CD2_CRQ66;
6) CG2_CRQ66_CD2_CRQ66_CE2_CRQ66_CZ_CRQ66.

43 amino acid residues (total number of residues in the
6 Å environment of the chromophore is 72, and 582 tor
sion angles are related to them). The search for amino
acid residues with torsion angles in the chromophore
environment highly and/or multiply correlating with
spectral properties is necessary for directed mutagenesis,
because mutations at these positions might significantly
effect chromophore geometry and, therefore, spectral
properties of the proteins.
Consideration of the average structures calculated by
MD simulations shows that a residue with a polar side
chain at position 66 in the chromophore causes formation
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 73 No. 10 2008

of a hydrogen bond between the chromophore and the
side chain of Gln211 (Fig. 3). Hydrogen bond formation
requires mutual approach of corresponding atoms, and
through this approach the less rigid structure will be
deformed to a higher extent than a more rigid one, which
is energetically more favorable. That is why this hydrogen
bond is probably formed not at the cost of change in posi
tion of Gln211, a constituent of rigid βbarrel, but due to
change in the chromophore conformation.
MD simulations showed that torsion angles in the
chromophore of mutant proteins with polar side chain at
position 66 really change. Therefore, modifications in
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Fig. 8. Structure of GFP chromophore (4(phydroxybenzyli
dene)imidazolid5one). τ and ϕ, torsion angles.
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